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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To report three cases of acute sterile corneal melt after cataract surgery.

Observations: Case 1 was a 21-year-old male presenting with a corneal perforation of his right eye at 10 days after cataract surgery. Case 2 was a 67-year-old male who developed a corneal melt in his left eye at 15 days after cataract surgery. Case 3 was a 70-year-old female with a corneal melt of her left eye at 7 days after cataract surgery. None of the cases exhibited any signs of infection. Topical nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug use, dry eye, systemic autoimmune diseases, and/or a combination of these were present in patients who developed corneal melt after cataract surgery.

Conclusions and Importance: Corneal melt cases can occur early after cataract surgery, thereby leading to corneal thinning and perforation.

1. Introduction

Progressive sterile keratolysis or corneal melt has been documented following cataract surgery.1,2 Corneal melt is a rare yet potentially blinding condition that manifests itself through rapid and severe corneal stromal thinning. Topical nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are used in the management of postoperative ocular inflammation and have been associated with corneal toxicity. While it has been suggested that NSAID usage can lead to corneal melt,3–5 evidence proving this association has yet to be definitively confirmed. We report three cases of corneal melt found to be associated with the use of topical NSAIDs and other factors.

2. Findings

2.1. Case 1

A 21-year-old male with a history of chronic graft-versus-host disease (chronic GVHD) following allogenic stem cell transportation for acute myelogenous leukemia, presented with bilateral painless progressive diminution of his vision in April 2013. The patient was diagnosed with dry eye and bilateral posterior sub-capsular cataract, which developed as a complication of steroid therapy (oral prednisolone 10 mg/day). Steroid therapy was used as a treatment of myasthenia gravis, which had previously developed in 2012. The patient had uneventful phacoemulsification with posterior chamber intraocular lens (IOL) implantation in August 2013. Postoperatively, he was placed on topical Berbesolone® F (betamethasone sodium phosphate/fradiomycin sulfate 0.1%), Cravit® (levofloxacin 1.5%), and Navanac® (nepafenac 0.1%) 4 times a day. At 10 days after surgery, he presented with a paracentral corneal melt and perforation surrounded by corneal haze in his right eye (Fig. 1a). Although penetrating keratoplasty was performed on the following day (Fig. 1b), postoperative corneal rejection occurred with secondary glaucoma and poor vision. However, the patient refused to undergo any further operations.

2.2. Case 2

A 67-year-old male with a past history of steroid pulse therapies for interstitial pneumonia and dermatomyositis had diminution of his vision in the left eye due to cataract development in November 2015. Uneventful phacoemulsification with IOL implantation was performed in the left eye. Postoperatively, he was placed on topical Flumetholon® (fluorometholone 0.02%), Ophthalon® (chloramphenicol 0.25%/colistin) 4 times a day, and Bronuck® (bromfenac 0.1%) 2 times a day. After presenting with paracentral corneal thinning at 2 weeks after surgery, topical Hyalein® (hyaluronic acid 0.3%) was added to his treatment. Progression of the corneal thinning continued and the
Patient was referred to our institute. The patient had paracentral corneal thinning surrounded by an annular opacity that was 5 mm in diameter (Fig. 2a and b). Although topical Vegamox® (moxifloxacin 0.5%), Panimycin® (dibekacin 0.3%), and Bestron® (cefnenoxime 0.5%) eye drops were applied every hour to exclude infection, there was no improvement in his corneal thinning. After the patient was hospitalized, punctal plugs along with a protective soft contact lens (SCL) were applied. In addition, the administration of Bronuck® was also stopped. The corneal melt exhibited epithelialization followed by the development of thickening of the cornea until the melt completely disappeared after 10 days of treatment (Fig. 2c and d).

2.3. Case 3

A 70-year-old female with a past history of hypertension and hyperlipidemia had left uneventful phacoemulsification with IOL implantation in April 2015. Postoperatively, she was placed on topical Berbesolone® F (betamethasone sodium phosphate/fradiomycin sulfate 0.1%), Diclofenac® (diclofenac 0.1%), and Cravit® (levofloxacin 1.5%) 4 times a day. As left paracentral corneal melt was diagnosed at 1 week after her operation, topical Hyalein® (hyaluronic acid 0.1%) was added to her treatment. At the time of her referral to our institute, the patient exhibited paracentral corneal melt and thinning, with fine and sparse inflammatory cells observed in the anterior chamber (Fig. 3a). The patient was diagnosed as having dry eye, with a Schirmer test of 2 mm. After the application of punctal plugs and a protective SCL, and the cessation of the diclofenac administration, her melt completely disappeared at 2 weeks after the treatment procedure (Fig. 3b).

3. Discussion

Acute sterile corneal melt after uneventful cataract surgery is not generally recognized and thus, without appropriate treatment, progressive corneal thinning with perforation and loss of vision may occur. All of the cases in the present report developed corneal melt around the paracentral cornea shortly after cataract surgery without infection. In case 3, the healing of the corneal disorder occurred after the application of punctal plugs and a protective SCL without the addition of any new antibiotic drugs. Acute sterile corneal melt after cataract surgery is defined as: 1) the occurrence of keratolysis within 1 month after cataract surgery, 2) the absence of any signs of infection, and 3) appearance around the paracentral cornea. Furthermore, this condition has been shown to be related to a variety of factors including dry eye, topical medications, and immune mediated diseases. In this report, the related factors included the use of postoperative topical NSAIDs in all of these cases, along with GVHD with dry eye in the first case, autoimmune disease such as interstitial pneumonia and dermatomyositis in the second case, and dry eye in the third case.

It has been reported that severe dry eye can potentially lead to sterile corneal melt and perforation. It is also known that autoimmune diseases such as Sjögren’s syndrome and rheumatoid arthritis can cause sterile corneal melt. It has also been presumed that acute sterile
Corneal melt after cataract surgery might preferably occur in patients with these conditions.

Several previous studies have reported finding corneal melt following the use of NSAIDs after uncomplicated cataract surgery. NSAIDs shunt arachidonic acid to the lipoxygenase pathway, which results in higher leukotriene levels. Leukotrienes are potent neutrophil chemoattractants, as well as stimulators of neutrophil degranulation. The neutrophil granules contain powerful collagenases that may play a crucial role in the development of NSAID-related corneal melts and perforations. However, Radtke et al. reported that acute sterile corneal melt after cataract surgery occurred without the use of NSAID eye drops in dry eye cases. Although NSAIDs are one of the main causes of corneal melt, they may not be a necessary condition for the occurrence of acute sterile corneal melt.

Histopathologic examination revealed a high level of matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-8 in the corneal epithelium of the corneal button obtained from a case with corneal perforation caused by topical NSAIDs. Furthermore, corneal perforation in patients with chronic GVHD might be related to MMP9 and CD68 macrophage accumulation. MMPs are a family of collagenolytic enzymes that are responsible for the degradation of extracellular matrix components, such as collagen and proteoglycans. It is conceivable that MMP may be an important factor in the occurrence of sterile acute corneal melt after cataract surgery.

Overall, the factors responsible for causing acute corneal melt after cataract surgery may include topical NSAID use, dry eye, systemic autoimmune diseases, and/or any combination of these aforementioned factors. In addition, physicians should be aware that this can occur within one week after cataract surgery. Treatments that can be used include the cessation of NSAIDs, wearing a SCL, and punctal plug insertions, which may help to promote corneal epithelialization. After epithelialization, the corneal stroma is able to regain its thickness, as seen in the optical coherence tomography (OCT) image of the second case.

This may be the first OCT report to show corneal melt and its treatment. Further clinical and experimental studies will need to be undertaken in order to precisely clarify the mechanism of the disease and its treatment.

Acute sterile corneal melt after cataract surgery is a rare but significant complication. Detailed preoperative screening for both ocular and systemic risk factors is essential in these cases. Furthermore, long-term postoperative follow-ups should be undertaken in patients with conditions that could potentially precipitate corneal melt.
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